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Abstract
Most of the face hallucination methods are designed for complete inputs. They
will not work well if the inputs are very tiny or contaminated by large occlusion.
Inspired by this fact, we propose an obscured face hallucination network(OFHNe-
t). The OFHNet consists of four parts: an inpainting network, an upsampling
network, a discriminative network, and a fixed facial landmark detection network.
The inpainting network restores the low-resolution(LR) obscured face images.
The following upsampling network is to upsample the output of inpainting
network. In order to ensure the generated high-resolution(HR) face images more
photo-realistic, we utilize the discriminative network and the facial landmark
detection network to better the result of upsampling network. In addition, we
present a semantic structure loss, which makes the generated HR face images
more pleasing. Extensive experiments show that our framework can restore
the appealing HR face images from 1/4 missing area LR face images with a
challenging scaling factor of 8×.
Keywords: Face hallucination; Obscured face images; Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN)
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Figure 1: Qualitative illustration of the task. (a) 16 × 16 missing region input image. (b)
16× 16 original LR image. (c) 128× 128 original HR image. (d) The completed LR image by
inpainting network(IN). (e) OFHNet use L2 loss only. (f) OFHNet.
1. Introduction
Face images are widely used in many visual applications, such as face recogni-
tion [1], face alignment [2], face parsing [3], face expression analysis [4] and so
on. However, when face images are very tiny or even have a large occlusion
region, many computer vision tasks will fail. It is a key technology to ease
these problems by using face super-resolution(SR). Face SR, also called face
hallucination(FH) can generate HR face images from LR face images. Based
on deep learning, many face hallucination algorithms have been represented
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and achieved state-of-the-art in the last two decades.
Many FH methods require LR images are not too small and complete. These
FH methods have achieved great success when the scaling factors are limited up
to 2 ∼ 4×. n× scaling factor implies that we need reconstruct n×n pixels from
a single pixel. One of the challenges of face hallucination is how to obtain a
good HR face image when the scaling factor is 8× or more. Nowadays, when we
need 8× or more, many methods become fragile because only little information
is available. It is an extremely ill-posed and underdetermined problem.
Besides the high scaling factor, the performance of most existing FH methods
will degrade dramatically when the input face image has a large occlusion region.
For example, the URDGN [6] can hallucinate aligned and complete LR frontal
face images, but it cannot generate complete face images if the LR inputs with
square occlusion.
To hallucinate LR inputs with occlusion, we utilize shallow encoder-decoder
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inpainting network to restore LR face images firstly. As shown in Fig. 1(d),
the inpainting network can roughly repair missing region semantically. The
encoder-decoder network framework has achieved great success in the field
of image completion [10, 11, 12]. Then we use the upsampling network to
super-resolve these complete LR face images with the challenging scaling factor
8×. As can be seen in the Fig. 1(e), the generated HR face image is pleasing and
recognizable. We find the inpainting network is very important in hallucinating
LR face images with large occlusion. In fact, by using the LR inpainting
network, the missing area can be more connected with the known area. And this
strategy will reduce the difficulty of super-resolving LR occlusion face images.
During phases of repairing LR face images and generating HR face images, L2
loss is used respectively. Because MSE-based deep models also generate smooth
HR face images, we add not only an adversarial loss but also a semantic structure
loss in upsampling network to generate more photo-realistic HR complete face
images.
The adversarial loss is both widely used in general images SR [13] and in FH
[11, 14, 6, 15]. However, prior knowledge of face structure is also very important.
Facial landmark is a very import face structure representation and hence is a
kind of good prior knowledge. For example, Yu et al. [16] use facial component
heatmaps to generate more pleasing HR face images. Chen et al. [14] use
facial landmark heatmaps and parsing maps to hallucinate unaligned LR face
images. Li et al. [11] use a fixed pre-trained face parsing network to predict
the face parsing labels of the generated HR face images and the corresponding
ground-truth face images, and then use cross-entropy loss to ensure their face
structures more similar.
Being different from [11], we employ facial landmark priors as our networks
semantic regularization. The difference between [14, 16] is that we use the prior
of human face as a loss function(called semantic structure loss) instead of middle
features. We incorporate the adversarial loss and the semantic structure loss
into the upsampling network finally. It is the final obscured face hallucination
network(OFHNet). As shown in Fig. 1(f), the image is more photo-realistic
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than the image produced by adding the L2 loss only.
In summary, the contributions of this paper include: 1. We design a novel
framework based on deep learning to hallucinate LR and occluded face images
(16 × 16 pixels) by a challenging scaling factor of 8×. 2. By using semantic
structure loss, our OFHNet can generate HR complete and pleasing face images.
We not only exploit local intensity information in FH but also take face structure
into account. 3. Different from most FH frameworks using directly decoder
networks, we present a new encoder-decoder-decoder framework and hallucinate
LR incomplete face images by two steps. The first step is to complete LR
obscured face inputs by LR inpainting network, and the second step is to
generate HR complete and photo-realistic outputs by the upsampling network.
2. Related work
2.1. Facial Structure Priors
Although [6, 15] can do FH of LR face images well, they ignore the facial
structure priors. Chen et al. [14] use a prior information estimation network to
estimates landmark heatmaps parsing maps. And then they concatenate these
facial structure priors with another image features to rebuild the HR face images
finally. Yu et al. [16] train a multi-task convolutional neural network to predict
facial component heatmaps and output HR face images. In addition to using face
prior information as middle features in networks, face prior information can also
be regarded as semantic structure constraints. Li et al. [11] present a semantic
parsing loss to ensure the generated HR images are more like corresponding
ground-truth images.
2.2. Face Hallucination
Face hallucination is a class-specific super-resolution method. There are
mainly two directions for face super-resolution reconstruction, one is the method
of non-deep learning, and the other is the method of deep learning. In the
field of non-deep learning hallucination, Zhang et al. [7] developed a two-step
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statistical modeling approach that integrated a global parametric model and a
local non-parametric model. The first step is to capture the common structural
properties and the second step is to get more realistic details. Baker et al.
[8] proposed an algorithm to learn the gradient prior of inputs, which can be
incorporated into a resolution enhancement algorithm. In [17], considering that
each face image is represented in terms of facial components facial components,
contours, and smooth regions, they proposed a structured face hallucination(SF-
H) method that maintains the image structure by matching gradients in the
rebuild high-resolution output. However, this method relies on the accuracy
of facial key points position. When the size of the input image is smaller, the
performance of SFH will dramatically reduce.
In the field of deep learning hallucination, Yu and Porikli [6] proposed a
discriminative generative network to super-resolve 8× face images. The generator
reconstructs a smooth HR image by L2 loss and the discriminator uses an
adversarial loss to make the hallucinated HR image more similar to real one.
Tuzel et al. [18] developed another deep learning framework which learns global
and local constraints of the HR faces jointly. [19], developed by [18], used deep
reinforcement learning to get the more sharp result. However, all these methods
need complete faces to guarantee good results.
2.3. Auto-encoder and Image completion
Stacked Denoising Autoencoders [20] can learn more useful compact represen-
tations from encoder than traditional auto-encoders. Denoising auto-encoders
corrupt the image and force the network to undo the damage. By this way, the
network can learn more robust feature representation which promotes reconstruc-
tion tasks. Image completion is a work that has attracted much attention in
the field of computer vision [21, 10]. [21]combined sparse coding with stack
denoising auto-encoder(DA) to solve the problem of blind image inpainting.
When the size of images is small like 16 × 16, less DAs have good results. [10]
shared a similar encoder-decoder architecture which has an adversarial loss to
complete the input with large missing region. Like encoder-decoder architecture
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Figure 2: Training workflow of OFHNet. The OFHNet consists of four parts: an inpainting
network, an upsampling network, a discriminator network, and a fixed facial keypoints
detection network. The inpainting network restores the input firstly in order to alleviate
upsampling network’s burden of face hallucination. We replace pixels in the non-mask region
of the inpainting LR with original pixels. Upsampling network takes the inpainting LR as
input and exports the HR and complete face image. The discriminator distinguishs real and
generated complete HR output globally. The fixed facial keypoints detection is a pre-trained
model, and is to further improve the HR output more photo-realistic.
of auto-encoders, we use a shallow LR inpainting network to complete inputs
roughly.
3. Proposed Algorithm
Our framework has four components, an LR image inpainting network, an
upsampling network, a discriminative network, and a facial landmark detection
network. Our goal is to hallucinate aligned LR face images with large occlusion.
As shown in Fig. 2, we first use LR inpainting network to complete LR obscured
face inputs. Secondly, we use the upsampling network to hallucinate the comple-
te LR face images. As shown in Fig. 3, we use two steps to train our OFHNet,
but it can end-to-end to generate complete HR face images in testing.
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Figure 3: Testing workflow of our OFHNet.
Figure 4: Architectures of our OFHNet’s four components.
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3.1. Network Architecture
Inpainting Network. As shown in Fig. 4, we design a shallow encoder-decoder
network to complete LR inputs. We stack convolutional, batch-normalization
and ReLU layers(Conv+ReLU+BN) as a convolutional block. The encoder
of the inpainting network consists of four convolutional blocks, the first two
convolutional block with stride 1, the next two convolutional block with stride
2. Symbol (k3n16s1) defines the convolutional layer of a block with 3 kernel size
(k), 16 numbers of feature maps (n) and 1 stride(s). After encoder, we obtain
useful and compact bottle representations(the dimension is 1024). Our decoder
consists of two similar upsample modules but the numbers of maps are different.
The upsample modules stack nearest-neighbor interpolation, batch-normali-
zation, ReLU, convolutional, batch-normalization and ReLU layers(NNI+BN+
ReLU+Conv+BN+ReLU). We utilize nearest-neighbor interpolation instead
of deconv [22] as our upsample operation for the reason that it can reduce
checkerboard pattern of artifacts [23]. Finally, two convolutional layers and a
sigmoid layer are used to produce LR complete output.
Upsampling Network. Upsampling network has three residual-upsample blocks,
each increases 2x spatial resolution and total are 8x. Residual-upsample blocks
employ skip connect to reduce gradient dispersion [24]. Each residual-upsample
block consists of convolutional, batch-normalization, ReLU, convolutional, batch
-normalization, ReLU, convolutional, elementwise sum, nearest-neighbor interp-
olation, batch-normalization and ReLU layers(Conv+BN+ReLU+Conv+BN+
ReLU+Conv+Ele+NNI+BN+ReLU). All convolutional layers of every residual-
upsample blocks have the same number of feature maps. Symbol (k1nCs1)
indicates this block have C number feature maps. After three convolutional
layers, we use sigmoid layer as the output layer.
Discriminative Model. We use the pair of fake face image and its real image as
the input of discriminator to calculate the probability that the image is judged
to be true. The discriminator output value is a scale between 0 and 1. We
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Figure 5: Examples of landmark detection result on CelebA by pre-trained facial landmark
detection network. The first row is the original HR image and the second row is the result.
use six convolutional layers followed by a batch-normalization layer and ReLU
layer, finally connected to a convolutional, a densenet and a sigmoid layer.
Facial Landmark Detection Network. We adopt the first level convolutional
neural network(CNN) of [25] as our facial landmark detection network. As
shown in Fig. 5, there are some results by the pre-trained landmark detection
network.
3.2. Loss Function
Given the training set {li, lˆi, hi}, i = 1, 2....N , where li represents the i-th
LR input face image with large missing region, lˆi represents the i-th LR label
face image and hi represent the corresponding i-th HR clean face image.
Reconstruction Loss. To make the completed LR face images and the generated
HR complete face image as close as possible to the corresponding ground truth
face images, respectively, we adopt two L2 losses to enforce their similarity. For
the inpainting network, it is as follows:
`R1 (w) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
l′i − lˆi
)2
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Iw (li)− lˆi
)2
(1)
where l′i and Iw (li) both represent the completed LR faces by inpainting
network, N is the numbers of training image pairs{li, lˆi, hi}, w is the parameters
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of inpainting network. For the L2 loss of upsampling network, it is as follows:
`R2 (t) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
hi
′ − hi
)2
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Ut
(
li
′)− hi)2 (2)
where hi
′ and Ut
(
li
′) both represent the completed HR faces by upsampling
network and t is the parameters of upsampling network.
Adversarial Loss. The L2 loss will generate over-smoothed SR outputs [14]. To
solve this problem, we add adversarial loss to train upsampling network. The
purpose of adversarial loss is to make the generated data distribution as close
as possible to the real data distribution. In our case, we need to make the
generated face images and real face images as similar as possible. It has two
components: the discriminator D and the generator G. We use the upsampling
network as our generator. The objective function for the discriminator D is
formulated as:
`Dadv (d) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[logDd (hi) + log (1−Dd (h′i))] (3)
where d is the parameters of discriminator network. The discriminator is
to discriminate the input face image correctly, but the generator is to fool the
discriminator. The objective function for the generator is formulated as:
`Uadv (t) = −
1
N
N∑
i=1
logDd (Ut (li)) (4)
where t is the prameters of upsampling network.
Semantic Structure Loss. In order to further enhance the structural similarity
between generated face images and corresponding real face images, the informati-
on of facial landmarks is utilized. The first level CNN of [25] is employed as
our facial landmark detection network. The facial landmark detection network
can produce 68 landmark points and uses Euclidean distance as its objective
function. To train the upsampling network by semantic structure loss, we
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pre-train the landmark detection network and then fix the parameters. Semantic
structure loss is formulated as:
`S (t) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
A
(
hi
′)−A (hi))2 (5)
where A is the fixed facial landmark detection network. Note that, we only
use the last layer of facial landmark detection network.
3.3. Training Details
In order to train our network effectively, we use curriculum strategy [26]
by dividing the training process into two steps. Firstly, in training our LR
inpainting network, we minimize Eqn. 1 to update the parameters w. Secondly,
in training our upsampling network, multiple losses, i.e., `R2 (t), `
U
adv (t), `S (t),
are incorporated into a total loss function `Γ. So the final objective function of
the upsampling network is:
`Γ = `R1 + α`
U
adv + β`S (6)
where α, β are the trade-off weights. Same as [16], our discriminator network
and upsampling network are trained in an alternating fashion, simultaneously.
We also maximize the loss Eqn. 3 and minimize the loss Eqn. 6 to update
parameters d and t, respectively.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
Large-scale CelebFaces Attributes (CelebA) dataset [27] is employed in our
experiments. It consists of more than 200K celebrity images with large pose
variations and background clutter. Like [15], we choose 28000 images randomly
as training dataset and 2000 images as testing dataset. Note that, training
dataset and testing dataset are not duplicated. Firstly, we use five landmark
locations to align faces. Secondly, we crop the images by 128 ∗ 128 and use
cubic interpolation method downsamples the images. We occlude the LR image
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randomly, and the occlusion area is larger than 1/16 and less than 1/4 of the LR
image. Since CelebA only has a ground truth of 5 landmarks, we utilize a highly
accurate facial landmark localization algorithm [2] to estimate the 68 landmarks
as the ground truth to pre-train the facial landmark detection network.
Figure 6: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. (a)LR missing region input image.
(b)Original HR images. (c)IN+bicubic. (d)IN+FSRCNN (e)IN+VDSR. (f)IN+Ma.
(g)IN+URDGN. (h)our OFHNet.
4.2. Evaluation protocols and comparisons
We not only compare with several face hallucination approaches, but also
compare with some super-resolution methods. For face hallucination, we chose
the method in [28] which uses the optimal weights of the training image position-
patches to hallucinate face. This method needs complete aligned face images.
Based on the sample learning method, Yu et al. [6] ultra-resolve face images
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Table 1: Comparison between our method with others in terms of PSNR and SSIM.
Method PSNR SSIM
IN+bic 17.53 0.44
IN+Ma 17.36 0.44
IN+VDSR 19.60 0.53
IN+FSRCNN 19.78 0.54
IN+URDGN 20.00 0.57
OFHNet 20.44 0.63
by discriminative generative networks. As for general super-resolution methods,
we chose [29] and [30]. For fair comparison, we use our inpainting network(IN)
to complete the input for all methods.
4.3. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons
We use our IN to complete the missing regions of input, then use bicubic
interpolation to hallucinate faces. The results are shown in Fig. 6(c). These
images are very blurry and without obvious outline.
FSRCNN [30] is a fast SR method but do not support upscaling factor 8x.
We set the deconvolution layer of FSRCNN with stride 8 to support upscaling
factor 8x. Because the size of input is very small, it is difficult for FSRCNN to
hallucinate the face image well. As shown in Fig. 6(d), the image looks vague
and cannot be recognized the expression.
Kim et al. present a very deep network [29] to reconstruct general LR image.
The deep network is used to learn a residual image. In Fig. 6(e), the result is
very smooth.
Ma et al. [28] develop a local model using mapping function between LR
position-patch and HR position-patch. As is shown in Fig. 6(f) , after we use IN
to restore the input first, the result shows it is not able to maintain the detailed
local features.
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Figure 7: Visual effectiveness improved by semantic structure loss. The first row only use L2
loss. The second row use L2 loss + semantic structure loss without adversarial loss.
As illustrated in Fig. 6(g), based on IN, URDGN [6] can hallucinate face
images with missing region. But URDGN still generate HR images without
high-frequency facial details.
In Fig. 6(h), the OFHNet super-resolves obscured LR face images and in
contribute to more pleasing and realistic HR face images than other methods.
The Tab. 1. shows the comparison of our method with other state-of-the-art
methods about PSNR and SSIM. The bottom line is the result of OFHNet over
URDGN. The PSNR value is 0.44 dB greater than URDGN and the SSIM
imporves 10.5%.
4.4. Analysis and Discussion
Visual Effectiveness of Semantic Structure Loss. In order to show semantic loss
can improve the visual effect, we use L2 loss and L2 loss + semantic structure
loss to train upsampling network respectively, without considering adversarial
loss. As is shown in Fig. 7, the visual effect is improved.
Table 2: Quantitative comparisons of OFHNet and URDGN on alignment (NRMSE)/parsing
(IoU). Note that, the smaller the NRMSE is better and the bigger the IoU is better.
Method NRMSE IoU
IN+URDGN 13.61 0.40
OFHNet 5.33 0.60
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Figure 8: Visual quality of generated results under random occlusion. (a) HR original
image. (b) LR input with top-left occlusion (c) recovered HR image of LR input with top-left
occlusion. (d)LR input with top-right occlusion. (e) recovered HR image of LR input with
top-right occlusion. (f)LR input with down-left occlusion. (g) recovered HR image of LR
input with down-left occlusion. (h)LR input with down-right occlusion. (i) recovered HR
image of LR input with down-right occlusion.
The Quality of Geometry in Generated Face images. Although PSNR and SSIM
are widely used, they can not focus on the photometric quality of the generated
image very well [14]. So we employ face alignment and parsing as new evaluation
metrics like [14] to compare our OFHNet with URDGN. We adopt the algorithms
in [2] and [11] to obtain landmark points and predict the parsing maps for the
recovered images of OFHNet and URDGN. As shown in Tab. 2, the quality of
geometry in generated images by OFHNet is better than URDGN.
Random Occlusion. As shown in Fig.8, we set up four random occlusions:
top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right. The occlusion size is 1/4 of
LR obscured input. We can see that our OFHNet repair these random occlusion
areas well and generates pleasing results.
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Figure 9: Different sizes of face occlusion in the central area O1-O5. From left to right:
4× 4(occlusion size), 5× 5, 6× 6, 7× 7, 8× 8.
Figure 10: Ablation study on effects of different occlusion. The outputs of IN compare with
original LR face images. The outputs of OFHNet compare with original HR face images.
Effects of Different Sizes of Occlusion. For different sizes of occlusion in the
central area, we analyze the inpainting network and OFHNet. As shown in
Fig.9, we set five different sizes of face occlusion in the central area. As the
increasing of occlusion size, the difficulty of reconstruction is increasing(Fig.10).
The PSNR values are monotonically decreasing.
5. Conclusion
We have presented a new and effective obscured face hallucination network(
OFHNet) to super-resolve LR face images with 1/4 occlusion by a challenge
factor of ×8. Our OFHNet adopts an encoder-decoder-decoder framework,
which can solve the problem of FH with occlusion effectively. We not only
16
explore the image intensity correspondences between LR and HR faces, but also
consider their semantic structure regularization. We find semantic structure
loss can greatly enhance the visual effects of generated HR face images. In the
future, we will strengthen this semantic structure regularization to improve the
image quality.
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